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Details of Visit:

Author: redbullman
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 20 May 2008 11am
Duration of Visit: 3 hrs
Amount Paid: 600
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Cat
Website: http://www.catofyork.co.uk/
Phone: 07958136539

The Premises:

Very nice, clean house, easily located (once I had directions) in a quiet suburban area just on the
outskirts of York. Very discrete. Felt very comfortable and secure knowing that there weren't any
nosey neighbours about!

The Lady:

Both Cat and Sammi were even more gorgeous in real life than the photos on Cat's webpage. Cat is
a very curvy and extremely voluptuous blonde, with a fantastic firm round arse. Very kissable lips.
Perfect teeth and a wicked smile and her eyes truly do sparkle. Sammi is slightly taller and just as
gorgeous. Long black hair. Long smooth legs and a great pair of firm tits which were more than a
handful each. Both ladies were in excellent shape and looked absolutely fantastic on the day.

The Story:

I arrived at Cat's place about 15 minutes early. She very kindly invited me in for a cup of tea. I was
feeling a bit nervous, but as soon as she greeted me at the door, I felt instantly at ease. She
certainly knows how to make a guy feel comfortable. It was apparent she had a very bubbly
personality and a good sense of humour and we were chatting away like old friends. Sammi was in
the front room getting changed (my fault for being early!) Both of them looked incredible - I'd asked
them to wear some of the PVC gear which I'd seem them in on the photos from Cat's webpage.
They didn't disappoint. I couldn't take my eyes off these two stunners.

It wasn't long before we were in the bedroom (same one from the photos, with the pink wallpaper).
While Cat selected some bits and pieces for us to have a play with during our session, I grabbed
Sammi from behind and rubbed my crotch against her lovely firm arse, while squeezing her
gorgeous breasts. By now, I was as stiff as a flagpole and the girls knew it, so after some fairly
intense kissing we all got onto the bed and before I could catch my breath, my clothes were off and
we were taking turns on each other.

Cat's pussy tasted sweet and juicy as I'd expected and it was an unforgettable sight to see Sammi
go down on her with such enthusiasm. Not wanting her to feel left out, we took turns on Sammi as
well and both girls seemed to be genuinely enjoying themselves. One thing is for sure - these girls
are for real!!! They clearly get off on each other in a BIG WAY! It wasn't long before Cat was riding
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my cock and Sammi lowered her tasty pussy onto my tongue for a good licking out. It was a real
struggle for me not to come there and then, but I managed to hold back a little while longer. After
swapping positions, the girls took it in turns to give me some of the most intense oral I have EVER
experienced. Lots of slurping and sucking. FANTASTIC! Eventually, I couldn't take it any longer and
came quite intensely over Sammi's back. Cat lapped it up like the naughty kitten she is. A truly
amazing sight. We took a little break to catch our breath before resuming for round 2. Again, more
eye popping sights as Cat and Sammi went at it like hammer and tongs. It didn't take as long for me
to come the 2nd time and I shot a load into Sammi's mouth which she then shared with Cat.
Absolutely awesome!

In addition to all of this, both ladies indulged some of my own personal fantasies, for which I was
extremely grateful. I won't go into specifics here, but all I can say is, if you're the type of person who
likes to be taken control of, then these girls are for you.

I struggled to come a 3rd time, mainly because Cat and Sammi had completely drained me from the
first 2 times - well, that's my story and I'm sticking to it ;)

Oh, one other thing - ask Cat about some very special 'famous' underwear she has - I got to see it.
Very impressive!!

Both girls were truly stunning to look at and I had a great time with them both. When we finished, I
had a shower, before getting dressed and setting off home. I didn't feel pressured into leaving (I
definitely ran over a bit, but neither of the girls was keeping an eye on the clock).

A truly tremendous experience - one that I won't forget for a very long time. Thank you both so
much - you were wonderful.

I look forward to another meeting sometime soon hopefully!
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